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Rick Sparks has sealed an everlasting legacy as a musician who can soothe and
calm his listeners with the first few bars of any song he has recorded, his
crafted approach is a gift that many just hope to find, and it is this genius we
discover on this his latest release called Hushabye.
At many times in our lives, we will require places of peace, moments of
solitude and sanctuaries of the soul, this album can create all three, simply put
meditative relaxing music has never been in such safe hands.
This is a beautiful moving album, filled full of tones that touch with ease the
hem of the neo classical genre, and moments of magic like the tracks Love Can
Make You Happy and Dreams of Peace, are but two fine examples of this
soothing narrative of calm.
The softness and tender performance that Sparks gives is a delight to listen to
on its own, especially on one of my favourite tracks entitled When The Stars
Came Out, the angelic harmonies and flute just add a further layer of
tranquillity to the proceedings. Then we can then simply float on offerings like
the soft and serene tones of And She Dreams, and be completely lulled to a
faraway land with the composition We Are Loved, the track that ends this
stunning album.
Hushabye is an album that children will adore falling asleep to, it is a release
that anyone of any age at all, would love to just have playing around them, for
it is from these very peaceful arrangements that each of us will find those

moments of calming grace and perhaps even a sojourn into a world of restful
slumber.
Hushabye is another loving creation manifested by Rick Sparks, it is the
musical equivalent of having a loved one put an arm around you and tell you
everything is going to be alright, an absolute meditative must for all serious
music lovers.

